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brown jordan outdoor kitchens
As the premier luxury brand in outdoor furniture, Brown Jordan has shaped the 
way we entertain and relax outdoors since 1945. For over 75 years, Brown 
Jordan has been the leader in innovation, boasting award-winning 
craftsmanship and an unrivaled reputation for iconic, timeless designs. Their 
unwavering commitment to working with acclaimed designers and industry-
leaders places Brown Jordan at the forefront of the outdoor furniture industry.

When the company’s presence expanded into the outdoor kitchen market, 
Brown Jordan turned to the experts at Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens. As 
the innovator of powder coated stainless steel cabinetry, Danver has been 
reimagining the world of outdoor kitchen design for over 20 years. This 
special partnership developed into Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens, giving 
the customer the ability to customize their Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchen 
using best-in-class finishes, designs, and amenities – with the attention to 
detail that is synonymous with the Brown Jordan brand.

Your outdoor space is an extension of your indoor space. At Brown Jordan 
Outdoor Kitchens, we carefully consider and elevate every element of the 
outdoor experience. Whether you are designing an extension of your home 
or creating a unique look to differentiate the space, Brown Jordan Outdoor 
Kitchens has the products and design expertise to deliver an exceptional 
experience. Imagine your dream outdoor kitchen environment and we will 
create it – with superior design elements and uncompromising quality.





WHO WE ARE
At Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens we believe that design cannot exist without 
quality. We strive to elevate not only the outdoor kitchen, but the entire 
experience of being outside.

We do it through innovation – taking the best ideas and materials to create 
solutions that blend style and function seamlessly. Before everyone was talking 
about door trims or specialty cabinetry, we were here, developing this niche 
category for customers who knew their own taste and didn’t want to settle. 

Our focus hasn’t changed: We make the outdoors a unique extension of those 
personalities and we continue to redefine what time outdoors can become.



OUTDOOR LIVING
Imagine a dream outdoor space. What would it include, how would it 
function? These are the starting points for a Brown Jordan Outdoor 
Kitchen. We give clients the freedom to express themselves with the 
highest quality finishes, designs, and amenities – all tailored to their 
individual taste. We’re not about one vision, we’re about your vision.







Finishes and Door Styles
Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens offers a variety of powder coat finishes 
and elegant door styles that bring craftsmanship and character to outdoor 
kitchens. Our range includes a spectrum of colors, realistic wood grains 
and traditional metallics – we can even match Brown Jordan furniture.



TECNO™ OUTDOOR KITCHENS
Designed by Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens and Daniel Germani Designs, 
TECNOTM represents a new direction in our outdoor living collection. With 
a quiet frameless design and nested, soft-close drawers with integrated, 
hardware-less pulls, the series merges contemporary sensibilities with an 
inviting, tactile ease. The look is simple, finished, and versatile for any 
environment. This is our version of warm modernism.







ELEMENTS™
The second collaboration with Daniel Germani Designs and Brown Jordan 
Outdoor Kitchens. ELEMENTSTM is our look to the future. Sleek and 
minimalist, the collection distills only the essentials with nested drawers and 
hardware-free, integrated handles for drawers and doors. It’s a forward-
thinking concept with superb attention to detail. We give you a powder 
coated finish – inside and out – featuring any of our standard finishes and 
timeless style that endures. Think of ELEMENTSTM as our clean, modular 
vision of the future – one with beautifully curated materials, smart details 
and a lasting impression.



MULTI-FAMILY DEVELOPMENTS
More than simply a high-rise, Multi-Family includes senior living, student 
housing, commercial or hospitality. Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens helps 
you design a best-in-class outdoor amenity package. We are experts in the 
category, and we understand the need for ultra-durability, commercial-
grade appliances, ADA-compliant cabinetry, and other complexities that 
will stand up to everyday use…and abuse.







POST & PANEL SYSTEM
For Multi-Family and Residential

When architects and builders expressed the need for a more robust 
solution designed for Multi-Family common areas, we introduced 
our innovative Post & Panel System (PPS). This system features all the 
design that you expect from Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens and 
allows you to edit exactly what you need – less storage, different 
configurations, high-traffic durability. You know what the project 
requires, with PPS you can customize a high-performance outdoor 
kitchen that suits every environment.



HOW IT’S MADE
Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens are made to inspire, to impress and to 
last. Made for the longest life, these stainless steel kitchens feature all the 
elements that make them unique in the industry with powder coated 
finishes and the latest technology guiding every assembly. Manufactured 
in Connecticut, every piece in our collection is made by trained craftsmen 
who take pride in creating.







BEYOND THE CABINETS
Nearly every activity has moved outdoors – from cooking to hosting and 
celebrating. As homeowners shift to using their outdoor kitchens, transitional 
rooms, and rooftop patios every day, there is a desire to make those spaces 
even more exceptional.

Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens answers the call with our suite of durable, 
stylish cabinetry that can service a range of cooking capabilities, amenities 
and layouts – all designed to give the exterior its own distinct appeal. 
Investing in the beauty and function of your outdoor entertainment space is 
more than a value-add for a property, it’s a lifestyle must.



GET TO KNOW US
Our in-house design staff are available to guide you on your journey in the 
design of an elegant and functional outdoor kitchen. Contact us to find the 
nearest Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens dealer and visit our website at 
brownjordanoutdoorkitchens.com.




